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A b s t r a c t

We suggest a recipe for resolving the ordering ambiguities

in quantum hamiltonians of supersymmetric theories.

The Weyl ordering procedure applied"to classical superchar-

ges expressed as functions on the phase space of a classically

aupersymmetric system .is shown to result in quantum operators

which satisfy usual SUSY algebra. The quantum hamiltonien does

not always coincide with the '*eyl ordered classical harailtonian

function. The difference is due to that tne Weyl symbol of the

supercharge anticommutator does not coincide with the Poisson

bracket of their Weyl symbols (i.e. the classical hamlltonian).

We apply our procedure to supersymmetric 0 -models (both

N»2 and H=1 cases are analyzed) and also to the supersymmetri с

SU(2) Yang-Mills theory. V7e will consider only quantum mechanical

systems following from field theories when fields are assumed to

be independent of space coordinates.

For gauge theories our recipe for quantization leads to the

same result as the well-known Dirac recipe.

[С) Институт Tt-оретическоЯ н экспериментальной физики, 1085



I- Introduction.

Zbe ordering ambiguities arising in attempts to quantize me-

chanical and field theory dynamical systems are a well-inown and

repeatedly discussed subject. Tor a "sufficiently nonlinear" dyna-

mical aysten many different quantum huoiltoniancvith the same clas-

sical limit may be written. When applying to field theories this

means that many different quantum field theories may be construc-

ted which coincide is perturbative theory bat differ by nonpertur-

batiTe effects.

The eymplest example where such an ambiguity appears is the

free notion along a Riecann manifold. In this case the classical

hamiltonlan is given by the expression

fS to

where the inverse metric tensor 9 '^(fJ is a nontrivial coordi-

nate function, then, trying to quantize this hamiltonian we immedi-

ately run into the problem: which order of the noncommuting ope-

rators Pi
 s
 ~tJ/&9' and 3'^lf/ should be chosen? Generally

speaking, there is no way to distinguish between the possibilities:

"T Ц*& f' A- , p PiS '^ Pj > etc. Auxiliary argumentation is

necessary to perform it. к popular choice is

<*• .r— a **

This quantum hamiltonian coincides with che covariant Laplace

I Jf/ obeying the co-

variant normalization condition



(За)

(hereafter the manifold is assumed to be compact). The hamiltonian

on the wave functions normalized by the condition

(3b)

is connected with «7 as

The interplay of different normalization conditions will be

important for the following discussion.

It haa been noted, however, that the covariance requirement

does not preclude adding to the r.h.s. of eq.(2) the term
 / v
 и f\

multiplied by an arbitrary factor. Different weys of reasoning

result in different values of this factor .

Hote also that the operator ordering ambiguity in a hamilto-

nian is in one-to-one correspondence with the ambiguity in defi-

nition of a continual integral so that any way of ordering cor-

responds to a particular infinitesimal evolution operator ''* .

In supersymmetric theories the situation is completely dif-

ferent.A sound way of quantizing must satisfy the natural requi-

rement: the classical supersymmetry algebra

(the symbol / /р.£>. stands for the Poisson bracket) must be
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preserved on the quantum level. This requirement dictates a defi-

nite way of ordering in the operators Cy^" and Г/*'

The statement just formulated is not new. For supersymmetric

6—7
theories it was discussed recently in refs. where ordering

ambiguities for particular supersушыеtrie theories were resolved

by the requirement to preserve supersymmetry on the quantum level.

There are also clear analogies in nonsupersynmetric textbook

examples. Consider, e.g., the free 3-dimensional motion of a

particle in spherical coordinates. The classical harailtonian has

the form

(5)

This is just a hamiltonian of eq.(1) with a particular metric

' Thus, when quantizing the hamiltonian (5), ordering

ambiguities arise . In this case they can be resolved by the re-

quirement to preserve the classical rotational symmetry

\ (6)

on the quantum level. The only v;ay to fulfil it is to write down

the usual laplacian in spherical coordinates plus an arbitrary

constant as a quantum counterpart of eq.(5). V/e shall ьое that

the SUSY algebra for 4-dimensional field theories is "better" in

this respect and dictates an exact form of П *" without

even this minor freedom.

Our observation is that a general recipe to quantise supor-

symmetric theories while preserving SUSY algebra exists. The re-

cipe is: (a) to order coordinates and momenta in supercharges



following the ffeyl procedure; (b) the anticommutator of Q^

and Q* thus obtained defines the quantum hamiltonian.

The major part of the paper is devoted to testing our recipe

in several nontrivial examples. Argumentation in favour of gene-

ral applicability of the recipe is presented.

In the following section we briefly remind the definition

and properties of the Weyl ordering procedure. In Sees.3-5 we

apply our procedure to ff=1 aupersymmetric U -models, N=2 super-

symmetric СГ-models and supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, res-

tively. We restricted our analysis to the homogeneous field limit

where field theories are reduced to dynamical systems with a fi-

nite-dimensional phase space. A general discussion is suggested

in the last section.

II. Weyl Ordering and WQYI Symbols

The Weyl prescription for operator ordering was suggested

more than a half a century ago , elaborated in the nearly as
Q

ancient work by Moyal and rather recently has been generalized
q

to the fermion degrees of freedom case by Berezin and Marinov .

An excellent review of this and related questions can be found in

ref,
 5
 .

The formal definition is the following! let a function

A (Pi, 1'
t
 ) Ц* V

4
/
1
 '

 Ъе defined on the

space of a dynamical system involving both bosonic if it ?/'/

fermionic [Ц* . 4^ /degrees of freedom. The correspondence

ween the quantum operator A ifcj %,:, <p* <f- V ^ ?<• ~ ~
C

and the classical function

established by the following rule:
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where и (olf bj '. £ 6 / is the Fourier component

of the classical function A:

fhis definition looks somewhat awkward but its physical

meaning is rather clears the canonical coordinates and momente

should enter the operator A. symmetrically in every case where

ordering controveraion appears. E.g., the function f y, corres-

ponds to the operator / 09 т* 90ft2. etc.

Ihe definition (7) has a_ important property; a real funct-

ion r\(P{)Qi\ У' i 4
е
 I corresponds to the hermitian ope-

rator Afp- Q-^ Vp^ty
0
} " ̂ is can be explicitly checked

by conjugating herraitially eq.(7a) and making use of the proper-

ty

U (в,

following from reality of

The operator A is called the Vifeyl ordered operator which

corresponds to the classical function к and, conversely, the
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function A is called the Weyl symbol of the operator A. The Weyl

symbols play important role in the Wigner approach io quantum me-

chanics. *e address the reader to review papers ' for details

and here dwell on the most important for us property which ia to

be exploited in the following.

The property ia: the Weyl symbol of the product of two opera-

tors A and В does not coincide generally with the product of their

Weyl symbols. This can be easily understood in the ons-dimensional

example: the Weyl symbol of the operator ft Q is Р9~
г £/?

.Ve write down here a general expression for the Weyl symbol of

the (anti)commutator of two operators which we shall need later

,-t> -,U/
" I . I =1 ^ МЫ. Ч —r-

4
 т

Here L A •*
 i s

 *Ье Weyl symbol of an operator А; С At Ait.

stands for the anticommutator of A and В if both A and В are odd

functions of Grassmen variables and for the commutator otherwise.

°(A & / AJ Л
 i a ca

lled tb
e
 Moyal bracket of two operators

which was originally introduced in ref» for bosonic systems. In

the lowest order in *i the Moyal bracket coincides with the

standard Poisson bracket. If A and В are "linear enough" the con-

iribution of the higher terms is zero; Generally, they should be

accounted for.

We see now that the question if aupersjjnmetry is preserved on

he quantum level when we choose Q' ( Cy* J in tiie »eyl
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ordered form seems to be almost trivial. We should be convinced

that the higher terms in *\ in the Moyal bracket of super-

charges do not spoil the classical SUSY algebra (4). They do not

indeed in all the examples analyzed in this paper. Generally, it

may be bot true. After all, there are theories where supersymmet-

ry is anomalous and cannot be preserved on the quantum level. The

question if such an anomaly is possible in quantum mechanical sys-

tems is still open.

What не would like to be able to prove is the statement:

in every case Tirhere aupersymmetry сад be preserved on the quantum

level it X3 preserved by our quantization prescription.

Some genei*al argumentation in favour of this will be suggested

at tc-
;
 ~TxL of the paper.

III. SUSY U - Model. ff°1 Case

We proceed now to discussion of particular examples. The 1в£-

r&ngian of (0+1)-dimensional supersymmetric (J -model has the

fora 1 2

«here W are the coordinates on a manifold and l̂ -f ( Ц- */

are the fermionic variables. The • variables ^
(
 are not quite

convenient as Ц*' and vj> *• are not canonically conjugate. It

is aoT'i convenient to define renaionic •variables in the tangent

spee«: (f^r C{ Vf'
1
 where €*€* *• ̂ ^' {if) . In tents cf

new variables tbe l«grangian (10) can Ъ« rewritten ав
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^iQ ** ~^-Sl (dj€-a "^ i'^€aJ±s the spin

(11)

where LO^iQ ** ~^-Sl (dj€-a "^ i'^€aJ±s the spin connection on

the manifold.

The classical 3upftrcharges and hamiltonian expressed аз

functions of the canonical variables are written аз ' ̂

i *

2

The quantum operators corresponding to the classical expres-

sions (12,13) were constructed originally using differential form

representation of wave functions. Our purpose is to build them

following our own prescription. One can be easily convinced that

';he <Veyl ordered operators corresponding to eq. (12) have the form

Q Ф
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The "wrappings"-л, Q "... n~ '7 have the same origin as in eq.

Э d
(2b) and are due to that the quantum operators thus defined act

• ' г у i /normalized by the conditionon the wave functions

, r)
(15)

The standard definition includes the factor

integration measure (cf. eqs.(13)). The "wrappings" disappear

under this choice and quantum supercharges which act on

^ ) ^ ^
!
 / ,1th the

7 1Я
known expressions »

 J
 . The quantum hamiltonian can Ъе found by

a 3t.rai£h с forward calculation of the anticommutatcr of supercharges

( H ) . The result is

where pj can be interpreted as the curved nanifold lapla-

cian acting on the differential forms Sir different components of

Now we will obtain this result in another way, calculating

first the tfeyl symbol of the quantum harailtonian as the Moyal

bracket (9) of the classical supercharges (12). The first term

of such expansion is just the Poisson bracket of (Y and (p :

The сазе considered is nontrivial enough for the

term contribution in the r.h.s of eq.(9) expansion in И be



nonzero. ITamely, the term *
A
» 4 contributes so that the final •

answer is

V?e see that Г7 acquired an appendix which is multiplied

by ~t\ (and hence is irrelevant in the classical limit), non-

covariant and 1оокз rather weird. It is necessary nevertheless.To

be convinced in it let us find the Weyl ordered operator cprres-

ponding to f~f о iVe shall see then that besides 4 rf 9

the noncovariant supplement appears which cancels exactly the se-

cond term in the r.h.s of eq.(1?).

Incidentally, note that the Weyl ordered operator соггэзропй-

ing to the classical hamiltonian (1) of the usual (nonsupersymmet-

ric) 0 -model is also noncovariant and is equal to

Koncovariance of r? is due to noncovariance of the path in-

tegral for the evolution operator which corresponds to the Weyl

prescription of the operator ordering. It is given by
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wnere С = с
2— 3

refs. the covariant expression for the evolution operator was

postulated:

(20)

where i..
1
 is the classical action along the geodesic line

| connecting the points Q(
u
) and 9(IA+/) • Expression (20) led natural-

j ly to the covariant expression for the quantum hamiltonian.

IV. SUSY (Г"-Коdel. H=2 Case

Every element of the program performed in the preceding sect-

ion can be transferred to the more complicated case of the Kahle-

rian. SUSY (j -models wnich enjoy N=2 supersymiaetry» The lagrangian

can be easily found by deleting the spatial derivatives in the

(1+1)-dimensional Zumino lagrangian :

(21)
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y«k was a complex two-component apiaor in the (1+1)-dimenaio-

nel theory with the properties:

Just as in the № 1 case, it is convenient to introduce the

| tangent space fermionic variables Ц* — £ • (£' ,

,' where S / С \ —4,';. Then the lagraneian (21J acquires the form

where

(24)

are Kshlerian 3pin connections. 7 •«. and V are canonical]

conjugate variables in the lagrangian (23). The classical super-
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charges and hamiltonian are given by the expressions

They satisfy the classical N=2 SUSY algebra

(27)

!She quantum supercharges are the Weyl ordered operators cor-

responding to the classical phase space functions of eq.{?5). They

are given just by the same expressions

where classical momenta are substituted by the differential ope-

rators (Щ - ~ i }/ty'
;
 fij = -Л)/Й J?J

 t
 $«

Л
 • V ^ ^ I j

and the order of symbols in eq.(25) is preserved . (cl. ref. ° ).

The quantum hamiltonian given by eq.(26) with the differential

operators being substituted for//j , llj and ^ can be obtai-

ned by anticommuting the quantum supercharges and by the «Veyl or-

dering of the Moyal bracket cf claeaica- supercharges as we; 11.

Bote that in the case under consideration, just ac in the

1 case the Moyal brec fct-t ̂ 4̂ i V ^ A
i e
 contributed by tac .ifh-



u

er terms of the r.n.a. of eq.(9) expansion and is given by

(28)

V. Supersynimetric Yang-Kills Theory

The classical hamiltonian of 3U{2) З Ш quantum mechanics has

the form

where Гл / are the spatial components of the vector-potentiul

(the variables /\
 o
 are nondynaznical), С / are the electric

field canonically conjugated to Д . and Y'-fc-
 w a s

field Weyl 3pinor in the (3+1)-dimensional theory. At first sight,

the hamiltonian (29) involves no ordering problems as the momenta

CT - enter the hamiitonian in a standard way without any

mizlng with coordinates r\ ~
L
 . The real situation is more compli-

cated, however, since we are dealing with a gauge theory which

cctapriaes phass space constraints coming from the presence of

aon-dynazaical variables r\
 o
 in the lagrangian. The constraints

(which are virtually the Gauss' lav;) are

o o i
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(hereafter we omit the apinor indices according to convention (22))

A regULer way of quantizing gauge theories originally introduced

by Dirac ' cor

equation system

17 ~

by Dirac consists in writing the Schrodinger equation ae the

(3-i)

яяеге (i and »• are quantum operators corresponding

to the pnase space functions (29),(30). The condition

Сж f -~ C/ selects the physical state subspacs from the total

/ ) *
t
">******•

functional apace j ( П Л T^J • If «t commit з with

the constraints Q. we can define//

Л

// as ш operator acting on

the physical state subspace.

"She Dirac quantization procedure works for any gauge theory,

not necessarily supersymmetric. For supersymmetric theory we have

to define also quantum supercharges and be convinced that the

SUSY algebra preserves on the quantum level. In our case the un-

constrained supercharges are

( 3 2 )

where O ; — "5"*- ^i\k *» \^fc '
 3 3 l e

 Quentum operators

corresponding to eq.(32) (quantisation of unconstrained superchar-

ges as well as of unconstrained haniiltonian (29) and constraints

(30) involves no ordering problems) satisfy the algebra
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(33a)

(33b)

(33c)

The last property enables us to define U^ and

operators acting on the physical state subspace» The second tern,

in tne r.n.s. of eq.(33b) yields zero «hen reducing to the physi-

cal eubspece so that the constrained supercharges and namiltoniau

satisfy the usual SUSY algebra

(34a)

C34b)

Let us пот quantize this theory in quite . a different way.

Instead of indirect defining pf ' via the system of equations

(31), we erplicitly resolve the classical constraints (30), de-

iinf iy^ " and rf as functions of gauge-invariant variables

ела tnec apply our procedure, i.e. perform the Weyl ordering of

&
 t

 Qtfaau the Moyal bracket •{ Oj , Q

Tne conctraunte can b« resolved aost conveniently using the

r representation of the vector-potential . It consists in



А
presenting potential П £ as

А*

where U and V are orthogonal matrices and /1 is a diagonal mat-

rix

Д<= (.to)

The new configuration space variables are(# fj^j ̂ i^P 4*1 ̂ J J 'J

wnere \7
f
 ft У'are three Euler angles which define the orthogonal

matrix U and s/milarly,C^T^ J define the orthogonal matrix 7.

It is convenient to introduce the following combinations of the

Suler angles canonical momenta

\- P
f

and similarly

+ CA ffcj) Вру -

M
9

The variables Xf anJ J seas the "body-frame" angular аошеп-

ta corresponding to rotations in the usual space and in the

topic space, respectively
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Тс- - e
(si A

*j C 4*i (за.)

К < £ ' <Э8Ь)

The main advantage of decomposition (35) is a great simplificat-

ion of constraints (30). When expressed via new variables they

take the following nice form

(39)

To obtain gauge invariant expressions for classical supercharges

and hamiltonian one should rewrite the r. h.s. of eqs.(29),(32) in

>•/$ • „ * / die ~(, С
terms of new variables, substitute J by / v Q. Ч* г

and impose che gauge conditions V ~ о .We airi«e at the

following expression for the hamiltonian (29)

where Jj_ are the r.h.s. of eq. (39) (with V ~ X ) and

(41?

The gauge invariant expressions for electric and magnetic

fields entering the supercharges (32) ere
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-»чо А
= ̂  A-

(43)

Quantum supercharges are constructed as Weyl oi^ered operators

corresponding to the classical expressions (32) «xth the r.h.s

of eqs.(42),(43) substituted for С ( and ° t •
 W e

6 Ы(%$

.... ,

where СГ* are the operator!corresponding to the classical

expressions (42) in which all canonical momenta

occupy the rightmost place. The wrappings fafaQ

are of the same origin as in eq.(14). They fall out if consider-

ing the operators which act on the wave functions with the ro-

tationally invariant normalization condition
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. (f
(we hope that the similar denotion of fermion variables ^ o c

and of the Euler angle Ф give rise to no confusion).

To find the quantum hamiltonian we calculate the Moyal bra-

cket of the classical gauge-invariant supercharges. The calculat-

tion, though cumbersome but direct, is made by multiple use of

the canonical Poisson brackets

The first term of expansion in the r.h.s. of eq.(9) is the

Poisson bracket of classical supercharges, i.e. the classical

harailtonian. The terms ̂  in\ are "almost absent" here. The mean-

ing of the words will be explained a bit later while now we will

try to neglect the terms •*- tj and to build H by the Weyl

ordering of the classical expression (40). The only nontrivial

point is the ffeyl ordering of expressiona С X// and ij

which enter the kinetic part of the hamiltonian. The result is

(46b)
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where JL/ are the operators corresponding to eq.(37a) with

the rightmost position of canonical momenta. So 3uaming over £ ,

(̂  is assumed.

Ihe first term in eq. (46b) is just the square of the «feyl

ordered operator corresponding to i<," • Ebe ugly second term in

eq.(46b) comes from the expansion of the expression for the Veyl

symbol of the product of two operators.(It is similar to eq.(9)

with exponential instead of -c SiUl-t in the r.h.s./

A remarkable fact is that the "almost absent" te- таа ч- Ц

in the Hoyal bracket of the supercharges cancel exactly the ccnt-

ribution of the second term of eq.(46b) in H «

We can write down now the quantum hamiltonian acting on the

wave functions normalized according to eq.(45):

CCt».

U 7 )

" 3l ?W. ..

Compare now our results for the quantum supercharges and hamilto

nian with О " and fi ' following from the Dirac recipe.

The supercharges ©t ' ( Qa ) are obtained from the supercharges

л С4ИГ SEA ^

(у, [Quit. I o f eq. (32) by replacing variables according to

eq.(35) and taking account of constraints <J — J <л- "
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The difference from our result (44) is due to different normali-

zation conditions «gain. The operator (fa acts on the waveg

functions Г (п •, ̂4iiormalized by the condition

dition u У ~ C?iThe condition u У ~ C?implies that the wave fuacxior depends

only on the gauge-invariant bosonic parameters Q Ь С ©^ *A Us .

The aeasure entering eq.(49) is

П JA\ - ZiJ*{Q
f
-<*)fr-c*)№c*)et*M*

 C50)

Cihe expression iQ-£*"/(4"C*)l& ~^' cannot be д.
 ;
;,ativ«, of

courte, as the proper range of vari
at
lee IBQ^O^/C/ С I).

One can essil ' aee tnet the operatore

) acting on the wave functions normlized

witis tfa« eessure <^ dQ a td?-d&df
c
f'i* , coincide with eqs.

(44). Similarxy, the operator

cotocides wi-to eq.(47) (rtcell tnat tbe hamiltonian (4?) is defi-

naft *o that the factor "itk В In already taken into account in

the normalization aeaaur* and benoe tt should not be included in

wrapping» of «q.(52).
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Thus, for aupersyxmetrie gauge theories our quantization re-

cipe leads to the sane result ae the Llrae recipe. There is no

wonder, of course. There is a aole truth which should be irrele-

vant of «ays we try to find it.

VI. Discussion and Conclusions

A reader who successfully followed the author in his studying

various «odels may fael a bit tired and embarassed. It was ahown

to him that our recipe worked indeed but why it did - he did not

understand.

The author shares partly these feelings. That is, I cannot

suggest a rigorous proof for the situation observed to hold in

every other case. Our hypothesis la that our recipe for quantizat-

ion preserves superaynanetry in every case when supersymmetry-pre-

serving quantization procedure exists. (At preaent finite-dimen-

sional systems where supersymmetry is anomalous are unknown. Shis

doea not exclude the possibility of their existence). We suggest

here a certain heuristic argumentation in favour of this proposit-

ion.

Pirat of all, there is an aesthetic argument: the feyl order-

ing prescription is most natural in many senses; it had attracted

a noticeable attention with no regard to superaymmetry
 э
' . The

appearance of higher order in и terms in eq.(9) looks somewhat

puzzling but they are necessarily present in the corresponding

expression for any other quantization recipe in a more complica-

ted and awkward form. If the terms ^ Ц etc. in the feyl symbol

of the (anti)commutator of two operators were absent,
 H
uantvr dy-

namics of a system did .in no reap«ct differ from the corrrapocd-

9 11
ing classical dynamics * .

Second, we can prove a "quaai-theorem" based on. an unpro-
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уел aeeumption. The assumption is: if the Poiason bracket
0
^/ ̂ Tfi•&

r/
is equal to aero. *> being a Gragamanian-odd function defined од

the phase space of some finite-dimenaional 3ystem. then the Moyal

bracket т Д< ̂/w.ALa also zero»

The immediate consequence of the assumption is that the clas-

sical B=1 SUSY algebra (4) holds ozt the quantum level if applying

our quantization procedure. The Weyl symbol of the quantum hamil-

tonian is "Vi Y/^?//f & • (Thus, the stated assumption implies

that supersymmetry can always be preserved on the quantum level

in a finite-dimensional system and the anomaly is absent).

Consider now the №»2 case. By our assumption

i.e. the B=2 classical algebra (27) preserves on the quantum level.

The same le true for any other 3.

We discuss now the question of uniqueness: how many different

quantum super»7ainetric theories with the same classical flupersym-

eetric lifflit сел be built?

Consider first the 1=1 case. Suppose we have cuantum opera-

to/я Q and О which satisfy the вирегвушшеtrie algebra. Hote

thai the ope re tort
1

(53)

setiafy the eopersymzaetry alcobro too. The new hamiltonian

H - Jl @j Q ' t differs from H = £*{(?; P/t by the

terns TJUiiehing in the И " * О l imit. The meaning of transfer-
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mation (53) cea be illustrated on the trivial fitten-model example

In this model the standard quantum supercharges are

(54)

* (У/where * (У/is the superpotential. The transformed supercharges are

where {/(Х/-=г (//х)^^ j/x) • That is the transformation (53)

reduces to appearance of a "quantum appendix" in the superpoten-

tial. Thus, in the №»1 case the restrictions imposed by the super-

symmetry requirements on the form of quantum theory are not rigid

and a considerable freedom remains .

Consider now the N=2 case. Let us try to build new super-

charges in the same manner as in eq.(53):

~w - — - ̂  (56)

The anticommutat^rs °j Q^ Qfif-f- and Л Q , Q° Г+

are zero as before. However, tha anticommutator at Q Q^y

is no longer zero and the new algebra involves central char^ea.

*) Surely, transformation (53) can ±>e,gene.ralized. Instead of a
simple function £Cf;)en operator j-lfi,tj ?*У-усап Ъе employed.
The transl'orjicd supercharges Q' and f̂' and h a m i l t i

p £f;) t f,tj У
The transl'orjicd supercharges Q' and f̂' and hamiltoziian
H ' ^ 4 Q'P+ a r e » Severally speaking, nonlocal.
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This argumentation makes us to believe that in N=2 superaym-

mctric (0+1)-dimensional theories and hence in 11-1 (3+1)-dimenai-

onal theories quantum dynamics, is restored by classical dynamics

without any ambiguities»

A reader should not be confused by the fact that when dis-

cussing the SYbl model we obtained quantum supercharges and hamil-

tonian in different forms - with "wrappings" and without them

(see eqs.(44,47,48,51,52)). The matter is these different opera-

tors are defined on wave functions with different normalization

conditions. Specification of normalization measure is absolutely

necessary for the symbolic expression for an operator to make

sense.

Note, e.g., that the measure enters directly the definition

of hermitian conjugation. iVeyl ordered supercharges are defined

on the wave functions normalized with the unit measure.

We note again in conclusion that our study did not supply

the problem of operator ordering in supersymmetrie theories with

a final answer. We have no doubt, however, that our recipe works

in any reasonable сазев. Perhaps, the moat conclusive argument

stems from the analysis of the SYM theory. Our way to derive the

quantum homiltonian differs in every reapect from the Dime pro-

cedure and still we arrived at the samo answer which is the only

correct of many conceivable ones.

It would be moot interesting to find a proof for generul ap-

plicability of our procedure. To find a counterexample would be

even more interesting.

I whioh to thank A.M.Perelomov for pointing my attention to

7
ref. and B.L.Ioffe, Ya.I.Kocan, A.Yu.LIorozov, M.A.Olohanetsky,

E.E.Savvldy, U.A.Shifuian and A.I.Yainchtein for useful discussions.
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